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Town of Middlebury 
Energy Committee Meeting Minutes 

Wednesday, July 15, 2020 
 

 
Present via Zoom: Howard Widelitz, Richard Hopkins, Steve Maier, Van Barth, Lisa Bernardin, 

Liv Herdman, Lindsey Fuentes-George 
 
Absent: Ross Conrad, Diane Munroe 
 
Guests: Chief Hanley, John Barstow 
 
Meeting started at 9:00 a.m. 
 
Approval of previous minutes: The approval of June’s meeting minutes was rescheduled for 
the next meeting. 
 
Equipment and Vehicle Purchases:  
Howard and Richard went to the Selectboard in February and presented the goal of an 80% 
reduction in municipal CO2 emissions over the next eight years. Richard believes that the 
emphasis right now should be on replacing heating systems with efficient heat pumps since 
the technology exists. Later on in the eight years the focus can shift to hybrid and electric 
vehicles once the technology improves.  
 
Several weeks ago Howard, Richard, Ross and Liv met with the department heads to discuss 
heating systems and equipment schedules. Several department heads had concerns about the 
challenges involved with converting heating systems in their buildings. Richard said that it 
would be a good idea to use MEC funds to hire an engineer that could assess the heating 
systems of town buildings and provide an estimate for how much it would cost to replace 
them. Howard said that the Town is already moving forward with replacing the Ilsley Library’s 
heating system and looking at the Public Works building. That leaves the Police Department 
as the best next step. 
 
Chief Hanley brought up that the police station had an energy audit done by Zero by Degrees 
which identified the large windows as a major source of heating loss. That issue is being 
addressed at the moment. The audit highlighted other small issues but Chief Hanley agrees 
that a more thorough audit that focuses on heating is needed. He explained that the police 
station is a rather complicated building to heat since the heating needs vary from room to 
room. Given that it’s a police station, some rooms need to be usable 24/7 but others do not 
need constant heat. The current heating system was installed about 17 years ago, making it 
very outdated and frustrating. All committee members are interested in looking at heating 
options for the police department. 
 
Chief Hanley additionally discussed the department’s vehicle replacement schedule. This year 
is a two-vehicle replacement year and both are supposed to be hybrids however, the vehicles 
have been delayed due to COVID. Chief Hanley is interested in purchasing more hybrid 
vehicles in the future since they can deliver the power when needed but are efficient 
otherwise. Howard also mentioned that the information he has seen suggests that batteries 
for these vehicles are improving rapidly. 
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Solar Subcommittee: 
Howard gave a summary of the subcommittee’s tasks and went through the presentation that 
Van prepared for the Selectboard about net-metering options.  
 
Richard’s primary concern is the opportunity cost of pursuing a solar project and whether that 
money could better be invested in heating options. Richard mentioned that Green Mountain 
Power is already nearly renewable and is improving, meaning that a solar project would be 
offsetting less and less carbon as time progresses. John responded that a solar project is not 
just about carbon but also about environmental justice and said that GMP’s electricity from 
Hydro Quebec has problems that a solar project would help mitigate. Van asked Richard what 
the ROI from installing a new heating system would be and whether an argument could be 
made on financial grounds to invest in heating instead of solar. Richard said he would do more 
research about heating system investments. Van also asked whether the MEC can ensure that 
the profits from a solar project would be available for the MEC to reinvest. John said that the 
MEC could negotiate a percentage with the Selectboard. 
 
Liv added on to Richard’s points and said that the MEC needs to make it clear to the 
Selectboard that a net-metering project would happen for financial reasons. This project does 
not negate the need to go forward with further carbon redaction actions. Steve said that it 
would be helpful to have an estimation of the carbon reduction from the various net-metering 
options. 
 
It was suggested that the presentation be shifted from the July 28th Selectboard meeting to 
the August 11th meeting to allow for more time for the presentation since the July 28th 
Selectboard meeting had a full agenda. Liv motioned to approve the presentations with 
amendments, Lindsey seconded and all voted in favor. 
 
Election of Officers:  
Howard and Steve both expressed interest in remaining in their positions. Lindsey said that 
her role as Treasurer hasn’t involved much work up to this moment but the will be doing more 
work in the future with the Revolving Loan Fund and would like to stay as Treasurer. Van 
volunteered to serve as Secretary since he has been recording minutes recently. 
 
The following officers were nominated by Steve, seconded by Richard and approved by all: 
 
Chair: Howard Widelitz 
Vice Chair: Steve Maier 
Treasurer: Lindsey Fuentes-George 
Secretary: Van Barth 
 
Other News: 
Ross is still looking into biofuel. He has found that the conversion cost for diesel vehicles is 
minimal and that there aren't effective electric alternatives for this class of vehicles. 
 
Steve attended the most recent Acorn Energy meeting and heard that GMP is taking longer 
than expected to approve the Bristol solar project’s transmission infrastructure. This is 
something to keep in mind for a possible Middlebury project 
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Richard motioned to adjourn, Liv seconded and the meeting unanimously adjourned at 10:26 
a.m. 


